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FoREWORD

The U.S. military has historically interfaced with the militaries of other na
tions as partners and potential partners.Today the combination of a preeminent
and some would say dominant-American military and the conditions of global
insecmity have made this interaction even more critical and expansive. The U.S.
military uses a variety of tools to "shape" the armed forces of allies and friends so
that their professionalism more closely approaches that of competent militruies in
service to democracies. These tools, however, are limited by political and re
source considerations despite their important contlibution to enhancing stability,
refining civil-military relations, and ultimately helping to achieve the goals set forth
in the U.S. national security strategy
With its program on the Role of American Military Power (RAMP), the
Association of the U.S. Army set out in 2000 to further explore how the level of
professionalism of military forces affects conflict prevention, and the conduct of
conflict and post-conflict operations. In her study, Dr. Marybeth Peterson Ulrich
takes a practical look at U.S. military diplomacy as expressed through regional
secmity cooperation. Her work draws on extensive field interviews with practitio
ners engaged in exercises and security assistance measures that seek to bring
allied militaries closer to U.S. standards of professionalism.
The concept of military professionalism itself requires periodic redefinition
and reflects unique regional culture. RAMP held roundtables in 2000 on engage
ment with Latin American and European partners to explore concepts of profes
sionalism and ways these concepts have been imparted through engagement.
Focusing on these two regions, the resulting study chruts changes in en
gagement activities, which have come to be called "theater security cooperation,"
and outlines military-to-military activities in their many fmms. What emerges is a
pictme of the vital role played by U.S. programs aimed at enhancing professional
ism and how greatly they contribute to the building of capabilities in our allies'
armed forces. In this paper, Dr. Ulrich builds on her book, Democratizing Com
munist Militaries, probing many agencies currently involved in secmity coopera
tion. She evaluates the impact of these programs and draws some conclusions.
Finally, she proposes recommendations for sharpening the tools of secmity coop
eration to improve our partnerships, widen the U.S. global reach, and better pre
pare the United States and our pattners to work in coalition worldwide.
Gordon R. Sullivan
General, USA, Retired
President, AUSA
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INTRODUCTION
Interaction between militaries throughout the world has been a regular fea
ture of diplomatic relations since the beginning of the modem intemational system.
Opposing milita.J.y forces have routinely met on the battlefield, and these occasions
were opportunities to experience first-hand the professional qualities of one's ad
versary. Apart from wartime confrontations, many states visit foreign milita.J.·ies in
peacetime to glean lessons of professionalism as a prominent part of their strategy
to make their militmies more capable. Peter the Great toured Western Europe in
the early 18th century and retumed home mmed with the ambition and expe1tise
to create a professional Russian navy. General George Washington employed the
expertise ofPmssian General Friedrich von Steuben,Polish-born General Casimir
Pulaski from the Russian Army, and Bavarian-bom Bm·on de Kalb from the French
Army to instill sufficient professionalism in the Continental Army to defeat the
professional British forces in the American Revolution. Emory Upton conducted a
grand tour of the world's armed forces in 1876 and 1877 and drew upon his
impressions gm·nered abroad to make his recommendations to professionalize the
U.S. militaJ.y. 1 A key ingredient to improving the professionalism of a state's armed
forces has long been to apply and adapt the lessons learned abroad to one's own
military institutions. The U.S. military has been both a beneficim·y of such profes
sional exchanges throughout its history and an advocate of promoting profession
alism in the militaries of allied and friendly pmtner states.
The 21st century international system is fraught with multiple transnational
threats emanating from all over the world. The United States is in need of reliable
coalition partners and allies that are able to directly aid the United States in its
pursuit of its national secudty objectives while also playing a positive role in main
taining stability and democratizing at home. Each U.S. regional combatant com
mand pursues a deliberate strategy for interacting with the militaJ.y forces of states
within its area of responsibility (AOR). Additionally, the Joint Staff, the militmy
services, the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), and national security
agencies such as the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) all carry out security
cooperation programs. Focusing primmily on the programs that the regional com
mands conduct, this study assesses and analyzes the effectiveness of U.S. militmy
security cooperation in fostering the development of military professionalism in
Europe and Latin America. In both regions, the focus is on militaries serving states
that are still engaged in the democratization process. Accordingly, the militaries
serving Western Europe's advanced democracies are not the subjects of this study.
The aim is to chronicle the substance and rationale of this particulm· element of
security cooperation across two regions-Latin Amedca and the former Eastern
bloc-and to offer recommendations for improving the impact of cun·ent efforts.
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DEFINING PRoFESSIONALISM
Military professionalism is a rich and complex multidimensional concept. In
the late 1950s and 1960s, scholars Morris Janowitz and Samuel Huntington each
laid important cornerstones in the academic debate that would eventually bm·geon
into the vast literature that has come to encompass the topic within the broader
discipline of civil-military relations. Janowitz, the Dean of military sociology, pos
ited that the military profession was a distinct and significant group in society wor
thy of detailed study. His classic work, The Professional Soldier, set out to paint
a social and political portrait of the professional soldier. He argued that since 1945
the strategic imperatives of the Cold War resulted in a shift from mass armies
mobilized for wartime to the ongoing need for armies "in being." These institutions
then took on unique charactetistics as their ranks were filled with self-selected
volunteers. These all-volunteer forces have the capability to master the technical
competencies necessary to engage in modem warfare. Janowitz also predicted
that these forces in being would also increasingly assume social and political roles
that civilians would have to properly monitor. He suggested that ongoing political
socialization would be required to ensure that members of the military appropli
ately interact with policymakers and understand the expectations that the civilian
leadership places on the military profession.
In The Soldier and the State, Huntington provided the basis for the under
standing that the officer corps has eamed the status of professional because this
group is recognized as possessing unique expertise essential to the functioning of
society.2 His classic division of professionalism into three essential components
expertise, responsibility, and corporateness-is still widely taught today through
out the professional military education system. Huntington made the case that,
much like a doctor or lawyer's professional knowledge is clitical to the commu
nity, the military professional possesses critical knowledge and expertise upon
which society depends for the continuation of its survival. He identified the military
professional's essential skill as "the management of violence."3 Adapting this con
cept to the 21st century strategic environment, the clitical skill of the present-day
militruy professional could be the application of the military instrument of power
across a wide spectmm of threats. This focus on professional military expertise
and competencies is the basis of the capabilities-centered approach to profes
sionalism that is dominant today.
Huntington's view that military professionals have a unique societal responsi
bility to their client, the state, is another important facet of professionalism. Mili
tary professionals have a shared responsibility to be as competent as possible in
their military expertise to achieve the ends that their political leaders designate.4
10
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However, military professionals must ensure that the pursuit of military capability
and national security does not threaten the political character of the state. Hunting
ton argues that, "the military institutions of any society are shaped by two forces: a
functional imperative stemming from the threats to the society's secmity and a
societal imperative arising from the social forces, ideologies, and institutions domi
nant within the society."5
In Democratizing Communist Militaries, Huntington's "competing impera
tives" argument is taken a step further by positing that military professionals serv
ing democratic states must go beyond the requirements of competently employing
military force to achieve political ends that all political leaders expect of their mili
taries. Military professionals in service to democratic states must strive to maxi
mize the pursuit of national security without compromising democratic values.
Military leaders and civilian leaders with oversight authority for the development
of military professionals must monitor the growth in functional professionalism to
ensure that it does not outstrip the parallel need to preserve the state's democratic
institutions. In The Armed Forces and Democracy in Latin America J. Samuel
Fitch develops a theory of democratic professionalism applicable to the Latin
American context that has as its centerpiece rejection of any military claim to a
suprapolitical role as national guardians.6 Such approaches call for the develop
ment of a special brand of professionalism-democratic military professional
ism-and the processes of intemalizing democratic values as a key aspect of the
military socialization process.7
A comprehensive definition of military professionalism will consider the unique
institutional attributes of modem-day armed forces in being, the constant and on
going pursuit of armed forces to enhance their technical capabilities, and the soci
etal obligations that modem day militaries, particularly those in service to democ
racies, assume.

SECURITY CooPERATION DEFINED
Short of direct military intervention and the stationing of troops abroad, peace
time engagement with foreign militaries in recent times has had two main dimen
sions: security assistance and military-to-military contacts. Security assistance re
fers specifically to programs that the U.S. State Department approves and admin
isters and that the Department of Defense (DOD) and the Defense Secmity Co
operation Agency (DSCA) carry out. The Joint Staff Officer's Guide defines
security assistance as "the group of programs authorized by the Foreign Assis
tance Act of

1961, as amended, and the Arms Export Control Act of 197 6, as

amended, or other related statutes by which the United States provides defense
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articles, military training, and other defense-related services by grant, loan, credit,
or cash sales in furtherance of national policies and objectives."8 Specifically, se
curity assistance includes arms transfers, foreign military sales (FMS), direct com
mercial sales (DCS), and International Military Education and Training (IMET).
Militruy-to-military contacts generally fall outside the purview of security
assistance and are another major component of the U.S. effmt to influence the
professionalism of foreign militru'ies. The military-to-militruy concept seeks to ex
ploit the common bonds of militruy professionalism across states to influence insti
tutional processes and behavioral patterns within themY Militruy-to-militruy con
tacts may also be more broadly pursued as a diplomatic instrument to achieve
U.S. foreign policy ends. Militruy-to-military activities may include face-to-face
professional interaction at the individual or unit level, shru·ing of military expertise
on pruticular topics, exchanges of personnel at vru'ious levels, inter -militruy com
petitions and conferences, and direct military training.
Before Donald Rumsfeld became Defense Secretary under the Bush admin
istration, the U.S. Department of Defense had used the term "engagement" to
refer to the interaction between the U.S. military and foreign militaries: "all military
activities involving other nations intended to shape the theater secm'ity environ
ment in peacetime."10 The engagement concept was used to capture the interac
tion between the U.S. military and foreign militaries across the full scope of mili
tary diplomacy. Since 2001, however, DOD shifted to the term "security coop
eration" to encompass the same broad range of militruy-to-military activities. Ac
tivities subsumed under the auspices of seclll'ity cooperation include multinational
exercises, militruy exchanges, military training, and militruy education.
The rhetorical shift from "engagement" to "security cooperation" was meant
to signal a major change in DOD's approach to military diplomacy. 'The Theater
Security Cooperation (TSC) concept is transfmmational. It represents a distinct
shift from general engagement to shape the security environment in peacetime to
reciprocal bilateral and multilateral cooperation that promotes US strategic inter
ests."11 While rnilitary-to-militruy relations in the era of engagement were not nec
essarily aimed at directly contributing to the achievement of a pruticular U.S. na
tional security interest, Defense Secretary Rumsfeld's more focused Theater Se
curity Cooperation12 approach is more narrowly conceived to do just that. The
Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP) defines TSC as consisting of
"Those defense activities conducted by combatant commanders
with allies, fi'iends, and potential coalition prutners that suppmt U.S.
defense strategy, advance defense policy goals and, in the immedi
ate te1m, enable the war on global terrodsm. TSC goals include

(1) advancing mutual defense or seclll'ity arrangements,
12
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(2) building the capabilities of allies, friends, and potential coalition
partners for self-defense and coalition operations, and
(3) affording U.S. Forces greater access to support training and
military operations."13
While this study is being conducted, the U.S. military is only beginning to
transition from"engagement" to "security cooperation" as its prefened strategic
guidance to combatant commanders formulating and executing their plans for in
tetfacing with other militaries in their AORs. Indeed, only draft concepts of the
new strategic guidance have been released. Personnel in the field report that,
though they are aware that a shift in rhetorical emphasis has occUlTed at the Pen
tagon, they have discerned no significant differences in the execution of the en
gagement strategies. In response, policymak:ers at the Pentagon contend that there
is a natural lag as the new guidance filters to the field. 14 Meanwhile, skeptics
contend that the shift in rhetorical emphasis will make no appreciable difference.
While Congress has historically paid keen attention to a few select security coop
eration programs such as Plan Colombia15 and the Nunn-Lugar Program,16 the
advancement of some sort of"what's in it for us" argument has always been re
quired to ensure continued funding. 17 However, to properly assess U.S. effmts to
positively influence the development of military professionalism, it is useful to be
aware of the shifts in thinking that are gradually changing the overall character of
the U.S. relationship with foreign militaries.
While fosteting professionalism is the focus of this study, activities that con
tribute to increased professionalism are often the second- and third-order effects
of interactions that may have been planned primruily to achieve other ends. For
instance, a multilateral search-and-rescue NATO exercise may be planned, the
primary pwpose of which is to rehearse NATO procedures in a specific area and
to give commanders confidence that such activities can be conducted in coalition.
However, by encouraging professionalizing militruies of pattner states to pattici
pate, another secondru-y objective may be accomplished. The partner states' pru·
ticipants will witness ftrst-hand the organization and competencies of the long-time
allies and have the opportunity to extract significant lessons to apply to the profes
sional development of their own militaty institutions.
This study explores US security cooperation strategies in search of ways to
enhance the militaty professionalism of selected allies and fiiendly states. While
fostering professionalism is rarely the ptimary aim of US security cooperation
progrruns, encow·aging the development of professionalism is a major thread that
has characterized the nature of U.S. military-to-militaty relationships. This study's
aim is to highlight this feature embedded within U.S. military diplomacy and to
suggest ways to more deliberately design programs and adapt aspects of existing
13
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activity to more effectively foster military professionalism within potential coalition
partners around the world.

APPLYING A CoMPREHENSIVE CoNCEPT oF PROFESSIONALISM IN
Two VARIED REGIONS
The multidimensional concept of professionalism outlined above will play out
quite differently in Europe and Latin Amelica. Although much of security coop
eration activity takes place with developed nations' militruies, this study's focus is
on professionalizing militaries within democratizing states. In Central and Eastern
Europe, the challenge is to overcome the legacy of communist governments; while
in Latin America, the task is to consolidate the democratic gains made in the wake
of military rule and to develop a model of military professionalism that eliminates
the role of the military as a moderating power in the political system. 18
The two theaters pose mru·ked contrasts in regional contexts, which conse
quently have implications for the development of professionalism goals. The au
thors of the TSC guidance for the European Command (EUCOM) paint the pic
ture of a generally stable theater within which democracies are becoming more
consolidated and economies are gradually progressing. The professionalism ob
jectives of U.S. secmity cooperation are aimed at reforming the remaining ves
tiges of Soviet-style armed forces and building democratic and collaborative na
tional security institutions. Militruy intervention in politics is not a fear. Indeed, one
key challenge of adapting patterns of professional behavior from the communist
era is to develop political savvy within the rumed forces to collaborate effectively
in democratic policymaking processes. In all dimensions of professionalization,
the trend lines ru·e positive and gains gradual. 19
In Latin America the regional context is quite different. U.S. strategic plan
ners note that all contextual trends are negative. The theme in this region is that of
"emaciated democracies" trying to preserve their democratic gains against the
odds of struggling economies, weak democratic institutions, incomplete social re
form, and, in some cases, the real threat of insurgency. Military intervention in
politics remains a fear because of Latin Ameli can militruies' legacies of political
intetference and because many of the underlying societal problems that were the
impetus for previous interventions remain unresolved. The key challenge for out
side actors attempting to influence militruy professionalism in this context is to
foster patterns of behavior in which the militruy plays the most positive role pos
sible as various negative political scenarios potentially play out in the region.

14
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SEcURITY CooPERATION AND U.S. NATIONAL SEcuRITY STRATEGY
The Bush Administration's national security strategy is replete with refer
ences to the importance of relying on the capabilities of America's allies and fiiends
to achieve its overall objectives.
"The United States should invest time and resources into building
international relationships and institutions that can help manage lo
cal crises when they emerge."20
"Amedca will implement its strategies by organizing coalitions-as
broad as practicable-of states able and willing to promote a bal
ance of power that favors freedom .... There is little of lasting con
sequence that the United States can accomplish in the world with
out the sustained cooperation of its allies and friends in Canada and
Europe."21
''In the Western Hemisphere we have formed flexible coalitions with
countries that share our priorities, particularly Mexico, Brazil,
Canada, Chile, and Colombia .... Therefore we have developed an
active strategy to help the Andean nations adjust their economies,
enforce their laws, defeat terrmist organizations, and cut off the
supply of drugs."22
It is clear that the U.S. comprehensive strategy depends on sustained coor
dination and collaboration with foreign national security st:J.uctures and includes a
significant role for working with foreign militaries.The secmity cooperation agenda
should not, therefore, be viewed as a secondary priority but as a key means of
attaining U.S. national interests.

15
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PRoFESSIONAL MILITARIES AND U.S. NATIONAL INTERESTS
U.S. security cooperation efforts have paid rich dividends over time. Gen
eral James Jones, USMC, Commander of U.S. European Command, (EUCOM)
notes in his Theater Security Cooperation StJ:ategy that since September 1 1,2001 ,
the vast majority of the ninety-tluee nations in the EUCOM AOR have offered or
provided intelligence, basing and over-flight rights, forces, equipment, and other
forms of key suppmt to U.S. efforts to combat terrorism.23 This assistance would
not have been possible without years of engagement aimed at building relation
ships through security cooperation programs. A specific component of this overall
effort has been the building up of the capabilities of allied and friendly rumed
forces through interactions aimed at enhancing their professionalism.
Indeed, the achievement of U.S. interests in Europe and Latin America de
pends on the pe1formance of militaries from the region working together with U.S.
forces or having the professional capacity to address threats in cooperation with
regional rumed forces. Sustaining gains in the war on global terrorism requires
intensified military-to-milita!y dialogue, especially in the field of intelligence opera
tions, and the continued expansion of U.S. access to bases in the region for train
ing and the conduct of operations.24 Facilitating the development of professional
rumed forces will increase the chances of the United States achieving other key
goals and interests, such as stemming the proliferation of chemical, biological,
radiological, or nuclear weapons and countering the effects of their use; promoting
regional stability; and stemming the flow of drugs.
Ensuring the continued viability of NATO as Europe's preeminent security
organization will be easier if our newest allies and newly invited friends can in
creasingly share the burden of peacekeeping, nation building, and other tasks on
the spectrum of military operations as their armed forces become more interoperable
with NATO. The EUCOM security cooperation strategy features some goals in
this area, such as assigning itself the specific priority to assist Poland with its six
yeru· modemization plan to make one-third of its forces interoperable with NAT0.25
The EUCOM strategy also specifically identifies "reformed and effectively st:mc
tured militaries" as an impmtant security cooperation objective essential to the
achievement of U.S. counterterrorism objectives in Eurasia. A particular focus in
this regru·d has been the Georgia Train and Equip Program (G TEP), which seeks
to enable the Georgian militruy to deal with terrmist activities within its borders.26
U.S. Southern Command's (SOUTHCOM's) top strategic priority after its
general mandate to assist overall U.S. efforts in the war on terrorism is to assist
Colombia in regaining its stability and security to contain the spread of regional
instabilityP Additional priorities include promoting the competence and
16
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interoperability of the region's most able militaries-Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and
Colombia28-so that these states may participate in multinational coalitions aimed
at peacekeeping and disaster-response operations within the region and out of
area. For the second-tier militaries of the Caribbean and Central American states,
the goal is to improve their collective capability to conduct humanitarian relief
operations in their own sub-region.29
To achieve the global and regional-specific strategic ends identified above,
interoperable forces, or at least more able national forces, are required. Focused
secudty cooperation activities aimed at enhancing professionalism as well as le
veraging opportunities to take advantage of potential professionalism gains em
bedded in other engagement activities are important elements of the U.S. security
cooperation strategy. Among the many security cooperation activities in which the
United States participates, four stand out as being particularly relevant tools to
ward fostering the development of professional atmed forces:
- militaty-to-military contacts
- combined training
- militaty training and education programs
- exercises
Each of these efforts is examined here in turn with a critical eye toward
assessing their effectiveness at promoting professionalism in the armed forces of
U.S. friends and allies.
Military-to-Military Contacts
The Joint Contact Team Program (JCTP) has been the pdmary vehicle for
coordinating military-to-military contacts in former Eastern bloc countlies since

1992.3° Coordinated through the Offices of Defense Cooperation (ODC) co
located with U.S. Embassy countty teams, the JCTP coordinates bilateral rnili
taty-to-military events in the host country. The most frequent type of JCTP event
involves the deployment of small subject matter expett teams to conduct informa
tion-based exchanges with host country personnel. Other types of events include
visits of host country personnel to U.S. bases in Europe or the United States,
conferences, and exchanges. Event programming is constrained by the ''nonlethality''
and "no training" prohibitions imposed on the JCTP at its inception. When the
program was launched, program managers were careful not to tread on the State
Department's authority over and responsibility for the actual training of foreign
military personnel. Hence, they agreed to the "no training" stipulation.31 Nevetthe
less, an enormous amount of activity has taken place through the program which
has provided at least an important information base for professionalizing the mili
taries of postcommunist countries. 32
17
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In Latin America, routine military-to-military contacts are coordinated through
vruious security assistance organizations in the region. The lru·gest and most influ
ential of these are the Military Groups (MILGPs). The United States has MILGPs
in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, and Venezuela. Less robust or
ganizations also charged with the military- to-military mission include Military Liai
son Offices (MLOs), Offices of Defense Cooperation, and the Military Assis
tance Advisory Groups (MAAGs).33 SOUTHCOM strategists write that "MILGP
efforts promote democracy and democratic institutions, revitalize economies, and
foster reform of regional militaJ.ies to adopt more approptiate roles and rnissions."34
Observers agree that it is easier to improve specific competencies through
military-to-military contact programs than to inculcate values. In Latin America, a
recent assembly of experts on military-to-military contacts reached a consensus
that while regional militaries generally welcomed assistance efforts aimed at im
proving technical and tactical proficiencies, attempts to change militaty profes
sional culture are less enthusiastically received.35 The group also concluded that
transferring values about military professionalism, human rights, and civil-military
relations is difficult to measure and is probably ineffective, unless other institutions
in the host country also support the change.36 Effecting gains across the entire
spectmm of professionalism, including the infusion of"democratic military profes
sionalism," is difficult to achieve, just as it is to balance the overa ll strategic ends of
positively influencing good governance and military proficiency.
Combined Training
Combined training between U.S. and host nation armed forces in Central
and Eastern Europe and Latin America takes place within two programs: Joint
Combined Exchange Training (JCEf) and Counter-Dmg/Counter Narcotics Train
ing (CD/CN). The two programs have distinct objectives and vruied parameters
for their execution, yet each contributes significant gains to the professionalization
of host nation armed forces.
JCET encompasses the Special Operations Forces (SOP) training of for
eign militruies. By law, 50 percent or more of the training benefit must accrue to
U.S. forces.37 Theoretica lly, the friendly force's training benefit should be inciden
tal to the primary purpose of improving the readiness of U.S. SOF. For instance,
a U.S. Army SOP unit may deploy to Chile for six weeks to work with the Chil
ean military in a training program largely focused on fulfilling the Chileans' objec
tives related to small-unit tactics. U.S. forces will reap significant readiness benefits
from practicing their small-unit tactics and enhancing their Spanish language skills.
In the fmal two weeks of the deployment, the U.S. unit may conduct training apart
from the Chilean forces to focus on its readiness and to ensure that U.S. forces
enjoy the majmity of the training benefit.
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CD/CN activities, in contrast, are aimed exclusively at contributing to the
counterdmg or countemarcotics mission of the host country. The host country's
armed forces and police consequently determine the substantive elements of the
combined training activities. Additionally, the Department of State Narcotics Af
fairs Section (NAS) and the Drug Enforcement Agency (DBA) take the lead in
coordinating these activities, with DOD and Department of Justice (DOJ) playing
supporting roles. It is difficult to clearly demarcate the benefits gained by U.S. and
host forces in these programs. Those who participate in JCET and CD/CN activi
ties attest to the positive impact they can have on the development of profession
alism in the host nation's armed forces- especially the value gained through
interoperability. Others note that the programs are ad hoc and episodic. A U.S.
Army SOF lieutenant colonel just leaving battalion command reported that U.S.
Special Forces have been using the combined training events in Latin America to
make progress on several long-te1m objectives related to the professionalization
of Latin American armed forces. Key among these has been a focus on building a
doctrinal capacity.38 Doctrine has long been perceived to be a weakness in the
SOUTHCOM AOR. For the most part, Latin American mmed forces have been
slow to institutionalize doctrine.39 A particular challenge for these militaries has
been to develop doctrine related to combined arms, joint operations, and the
integration of forces. Many of the doctrinal inroads have been made as the result
of a long-time engagement with U.S. armed forces through combined training
events. U.S. SOF personnel observe that now the challenge is to refine the vari
ous doctrinal concepts that have been developed over time rather than introduce
new concepts.40
Another major focus of professionalization has been to develop the tactical
skills of mmed forces within the Americas. The small teams of Almy SOF, Navy
SEAL squads, Marine Corps Riverine Training Teams or Air Force Special Tac
tics Teams are especially suited to building up a professional capacity from the
bottom up while focusing on the smallest units. The U.S. forces usually work a
level up to facilitate a greater reach within the host nation ranks. A SOF company
on a JCET aimed at improving the integration of fire may work with the battalion
staff of the host nation's armed forces. SOF battalion staff may, in turn, work with
host nation brigade staff.
A professionalism deficit related to both problem areas identified above is
the development of a professional noncommissioned officer (NCO) corps. This
has been a long-identified need in both regions, and, is indeed an issue at play in
militaries worldwide which m·e comprised of a conscript-officer corps mix. Fur
thermore, the slowness in accepting and institutionalizing doctrine relevant to an
NCO corps has stalled the progress of this fundamental component of profes
sional mmed forces. Almost without exception, Latin American armed forces have
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yet to overcome the obstacles of their societies' class systems to bridge the gap
between their upper- and middle-class officer corps and their lower-class and
often poorly educated enlisted forces.
The postcommunist states of the fmmer Eastem bloc, on the other hand, are
beset by a Soviet legacy of professionalism within which the NCO corps did not
play a prominent role. Brigadier General John C. Reppett, a former U.S. defense
attache to Moscow summed up the Soviet legacy with the following remarks,
"The problem is that all officers are professionals and all conscripts are not pro
fessional. Officers, by definition, cannot perform an NCO's function because they
have no enlisted experience."41 General Reppert was refening to both an NCO's
leadership and technical functions.In the Soviet system, the junior officers accom
plished many of the technical tasks that NCOs perform, while the leadership role
bridging the officer corps and conscripted ranks went unfllled.42 While much work
has been accomplished through engagement programs such as JCTP, and many
other multilateral efforts have been made to address this shmtfall in professional
interoperability, the progress has largely been in the area of building up NCOs
with respect to technical expertise. The doctrinal shift needed to embrace NCOs
as key leaders within a professional military has yet to be made.
In Latin America, U.S. security cooperation programs have been particu
larly charged with ensuring that gains are being made in the human rights dimen
sion of military professionalism. "The first big challenge faced by Latin Amelica's
anned forces after the transition peliod to democratic political regimes ...was how
to escape the past. The crux of the problem was and remains human rights."43
SOF personnel contend that the most effective way to influence professional atti
tudes in the human rights realm is to integrate such concepts into particular training
scenalios rather than directly confront Latin American counterparts in a way that
is perceived as "gdngo preaching."
For example, a host nation's standard doctrine for conducting a dtug lab raid
may be to use combat tactics that employ tremendous force and result in many
casualties. Such a scenalio may involve, however, numerous noncombatants and
family members on scene at the time of the raid. U.S. SOP personnel might sug
gest that other altematives could have been employed to achieve the objectives of
shutting down the lab while also limiting the loss of innocent life and the negative
political fall-out from such an indisctiminate attack.P erhaps more surgical means,
such as snipers, could have been used and greater effort made at target discrimi
nation.44 Such an interaction with U.S. forces within the context of a combined
training event could and does positively influence the development of more hu
man-rights friendly doctrine while also improving the overall professionalism of
host nation anned forces in tetms of capabilities and appropriately interacting with
its democratic society.45 Overall, combined training programs when properly fo20
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cused, can contribute to the professional development of armed forces in both
regions, while making significant contributions to U.S. regional interests. Many
countries have become accustomed to working with U.S. forces while they gain
the professional skills needed for actual coalition operations.
Participants point out that the payback in terms of U.S. interests has been
theresult of long-time and continuous engagement. They point to the impmtance
of maintaining an "investment mentality" that focuses on the long-term gradual
improvements resulting from relatively small expenditures, but sustained over time.
Short-term gains may be less apparent in security cooperation environments that
diffuse engagement efforts across AORs that are complised of 93 and 30 coun
tries.46 Specific recommendations for improving the effectiveness of combined
training activities toward professionalizing allied and friendly militaries include main
taining some level of continuous engagement with all actors in the regions while
also incorporating a more widely understood prioritization scheme. SOF person
nel expressed concern that the United States has a tendency to "focus on the
cutTent hot spot of the day." Such an approach to secwity cooperation can lead to
tunnel vision and a loss of influence, possibly resulting in stalling the progress of
professionalization of allied and friendly rumed forces.
Prior to September 1 1 , 200 1 , in the era of zero-growth resourcing for SOF,
there was some discussion in DOD of dissolving the 7th Special Forces Group,
which was dedicated to the SOUTHCOM AOR to fully man the remaining groups
serving the other regions. The rationale was that SOUTH COM was generally
quiet and other regions were a greater primity in a constrained resomce environ
ment. In the wake of 9- 1 1 , SOF resources became plentiful and the cost-cutting
measme never took place, but the possibility of such a dramatic scaling back of
engagement demonstrated a complacent attitude toward the region. Continued
fulfillrnent of U.S. regional interests depends, to a certain degree, on continuous
engagement with professional rumed forces in the region.
Military Training and Education Programs
The security cooperation effort aimed most directly at professionalizing the
rnilitaties of U.S. friends and allies is International Militaty and Education Training
(IMET), through which foreign rnilitaJ.y personnel pru·ticipate in U.S. rnilitaty edu
cational programs. A wide variety of comses for U.S. personnel-some 2,000,
including topics ranging from counterintelligence to helicopter repair to military
justice systems-qualify for IMET funding.47 Because ofthe key role that military
education plays in an officer's professional development, IMET is a critical tool in
influencing the professionalization process of those rnilitaJ.ies that participate. This
program is one of the foreign military assistance programs that the Department of
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State (DOS) funds. The Defense Security Cooperation Agency (DSCA)
administers the program; DOS and DOD share responsibility for its over
all management.
In fiscal year 2003 alone, the U.S. govemment enrolled approximately 9,000
officers from 130 countries in 275 military schools.48 Since 1950, nearly 600,000
foreign military personnel have participated in IMET or its predecessor program.49
The stated objectives of the IMET program are to
- further regional stability by leveraging the "military to military" concept
- enhance the ability of allied and friendly militaries to work in coalition with
U.S. forces by participating in common professional military education
programs
- project to IMET participants how militades in service to democracies main
tain basic democratic values and adhere to human rights norms.50
It is important to note that while other militaries offer security assistance
programs to train and educate foreign military officers, the global scale ofthe U.S.
effort is unprecedented. "There is no comparable historical example of so many
diverse sovereign states augmenting the professional development of their armed
forces by entrusting so many potential national leaders to the education and train
ing of another state."51
A key goal of the IMET program has been to build relationships between
U.S. officers and their foreign counterparts that the United States will continue to
cultivate as the officers progress toward positions of senior leadership. The hope
is that among the foreign alumni of U.S. military schools is a cadre of foreign
military leaders well-versed in U.S. culture, history, militai.y doctrine, and profes
sionalism and predisposed to consider American policy preferences or to facili
tate access to other influential members of the government. This "Rolodex" of
foreign leaders serves as a resource to gain access to both people and space in
times of crisis. 52 For instance, the United States and Uzbekistan have been culti
vating military-to military-ties since 1995, which included the participation ofthirty
to forty Uzbek personnel at the Defense Language Institute and the Air Command
and Staff College.53 These contacts proved invaluable when the United States
sought access to Uzbek bases to wage the War on Terrorism.
The opportunity to immerse in U.S. culture while participating in U.S. mili
tary education pays significant dividends in terms ofthe professional development
of foreign armed forces. EUCOM's Theater Security Cooperation Guidance
touts IMET as ''perhaps our most important tool for promoting long-te1m benefi
cial change in foreign militaries, as foreign military and civilian leaders encounter
first-hand the American civil-military culture."54
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Foreign interest in U.S. professional military education (PME) is multidimen
sional and includes the desire of foreign political leaders to expose their rising
military officers to the U.S. model of democratic civil-military relations, the op
pmtunity to gain greater insight into U.S. militaty operations, and the benefits of
networking within the global security community.55 By and large, positions in U.S.
PME programs are considered to be plum assignments and may be key discrimi
nators for future officer advancement within foreign armed forces.The U.S. Atmy
War College reports that more than 50 percent of its foreign alumni reach the
general ranks. 56 Indeed, many countries reserve their war college seats for general
officers. Senior service college billets have become more sought after in recent
years as more have become accredited to grant U.S. master's degrees-an op
portunity rarely available in foreign armed forces. Clearly, those countries willing
to send their most promising officers to the United States-often for periods up to
one year, when English language training is received en route to PME--demon
strate the extent to which foreign armed forces value this particular
professionalization tool. Observers note, however, that not all IMET participants
are destined for key leadership positions in their armed forces and that beyond
requiring threshold levels of English language proficiency, the U.S. has only
limited influence in the selection offoreign officers for its programs.
U.S. policymakers are convinced that IMET is a low-cost program with the
potential to yield great access to current and future military and civilian leadership.
In the Bush administration, IMET has found strong supporters in Defense Secre
truy Rumsfeld and Secretary of State Powell, who both advocate increasing U.S.
investment in this program. In recent years, IMET funding has hovered around the
$50 million mark, but it will gradually increase to the $ 1 00 million level by fiscal
year 2004.57 Powell was willing to double the State Depaltment's budget over
time ifDOD would program expenditures to build up the classroom space, in
structors, and other in:frastmcture costs related to substantially increasing the number
of foreign students in U.S. education and training programs. DOD has set aside
$ 15 million in the Program Objective Memorandum (POM) for this purpose. 58
Since

199 1 , a portion of !MET funding has been earmarked for the partici

pation of civilians who perform defense-related functions. This initiative has been
dubbed Expanded IMET (E-IMET). Civilian defense officials, legislators, and
members of selected nongovernmental organizations take part in courses focused
on the management ofdefense bureaucracies, defense resource management, the
creation ofmilitaryjustice systems that protect human rights, and the overall pro
motion ofcivilian control ofthe military. In Latin America, 30 percent ofthe IMET
budget is reserved for E-IMET courses specifically geared toward defming and
institutionalizing proper civil-military relationships. In some cases, the tailored
country work plan calls for even greater shifts from past spending pattems. For
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instance, in Guatemala, 100 percent of the IMET funding is in the E-IMET cat
egory in an effort to professionalize the civilian defense establishment and bolster
its oversight ofthe military.59
Critics of !MET range from those who have suggestions about how to make
a widely respected program more effective, to think tanks that oppose engaging
militaries with poor human rights records. For instance, a "Foreign Policy in Fo
cus" report deplored the Bush administration's intentions to dramatically increase
both combined training events and IMET participation. The report noted that of
the 130 countries designated to participate in IMET in 2003, fifty-one have poor
or very poor human rights records according to the State Department's annual
report on human rights.60 IMET supporters respond that by extending participa
tion to countries such as Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, which have great needs for
professionalization within their militaries and for democratization of their
post-Soviet institutions, the United States will gain "influence in a critical
sector of society which often plays a pivotal role in supporting, or transitioning
to, democratic govemments. "61
Although IMET has undoubtedly contributed to the forging of thousands of
relationships between U.S. military personnel and the intemational officers who
have attended U.S. courses and the facilitation of access to these graduates' coun
tries, !MET's capacity to foster professionalism is constrained by several factors.
First there is the issue of the Department of State and the Department of Defense's
split administration of the program. DOD is currently touting its transformed ap
proach to security cooperation with its increased emphasis on assessment and
focused engagement aimed at reaping tangible benefits to U.S. interests, but DOS
decisions on how to spend are largely made aprut from DOD guidance. Defense
officials admit, "we would be hru·d-pressed to say that the way they [DOS] spend
IMET money lines up with the Defense Strategy. "62 Priorities set out within the
regional security cooperation strategies may not be in sync with IMET funding.
Analysts contend that there is a lack of synergy and coordination within the
Secmity Cooperation system, with DOD failing to play effectively in the system.
For instance, the regional Combatant Commanders (formerly called Command
ers-in-Chief) may address IMET issues in testimony before the Senate Armed
Services Committee, but they may not bring up the same issues before the Foreign
Relations Committee, which has jurisdiction over IMET. Interagency cooperation
must improve before DOD and DOS reach a consensus on regional ends and
programmatic resourcing.63
As mentioned earlier, another issue limiting IMET's effectiveness is that the
United States has little input into the student selection process. In many cases,
"countries don't say, who are our best ten lieutenant colonels?" and then send
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those with the potential to be generals."64 Indeed, by and large, U.S. military
schools have limited control over the admission of their student populations be
yond the main cohort of the school. For instance, the U.S. Army War College
may have confidence that its active duty Army officers in the class have been
strictiy vetted for attendance, but it does not have an admissions process that vets
other elements of the class. The remaining 50 percent of the class is largely com
prised of representatives from foreign governments, U.S. federal agencies, and
other services who have great autonomy over whom to send. Similarly, the schools
have no control over where their foreign graduates work after graduation. Gradu
ates may or may not serve in positions that utilize their newly acquired professional
expertise. Additionally, the governments of the foreign students may or may not
have laws requiring graduates of foreign institutions to remain on active duty for a
prescribed period of time.
Most of the U.S. schools do not have mechanisms in place to follow up on
their international students once they return home. As Margaret Daley Hayes, the
Director of the Center for Hemispheric Defense Studies, noted, "We should fol
low up with IFs (International Fellows) better. What do they take away? Where
do they go? How did their careers progress? This really is a basic accountability
issue. "65 This comment speaks to the fundamental rationale of the IMET pro
gram-future access to the graduates of U.S. schools and programs. In practice,
there is no "Rolodex" of U.S. graduates to formally reference in times of crisis.
Tracking down former students seems to depend on the eff01ts of individual offic
ers to maintain their personal friendships.
Although all pruticipants must successfully test at prescribed levels of En
glish, fluency in the English language repeatedly surfaced as a factor limiting the
ability of international officers to absorb much from the cunicula. Faculty and
students widely recognize that there is a great range of English language profi
ciency among the international officers. "English language deficiencies are most
pronounced in written pe1f01mance. It is generally understood, though never stated,
that those without good English-language skills ru·e not held to the same standards
as those with fluent command of the language."66 Some advocate that these offic
ers should have the opp01tunity for a total English language-immersion experience
before class begins. Some go even further to suggest that international officers
should be deliberately exposed to U.S. concepts ofleadership, officership, NCO
corps, and the role of the soldier before beginning the course so they are better
prepru·ed to engage their U.S. and foreign counterpruts.67
International officers who attended U.S. staff and wru· colleges reported that
the curriculum short-shrills coverage of alliance operations, coalition wmfare, peace
keeping, international organizations, and other non-U.S. centric issues.68 At the
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staff and war colleges there is also a virtual absence of curriculum that addresses
the thematic objectives of the program, such as the role of the military in a democ
racy, 1mowledge of democratic institutions in general, democratic values, and pro
tection of internationally recognized human rights. IMET courses may include an
information program that informally exposes international officers and their fami
lies to different aspects of U.S. culture and the American way of life. But there is
little evidence of attempts to deliberately tailor curricula to ensure that international
officers have sufficient opportunities to study these issues in-depth as part of their
academic experience.
Combined Education

DOD has also created five regional institutes focused on engaging civilian
and military leaders in tailored regional defense studies curricula.69 The regional
defense centers bring togethernational security professionals in an academic envi
ronment to gain the professional expertise needed to cooperate regionally on na
tional security issues. Among these are the George C. Marshall European Center
for Security Studies in Germany and the Center for Hemispheric Defense Studies
located at the National Defense University in Washington, DC.
The Marshall Center is a jointly funded U.S. and German institution orga
nized like a senior service college to provide a multi-lateral forum for defense
studies. The focus of the curriculum is the conduct of national security
institutions in democratic states.70 It offers international education programs
for military and civilian officials in courses of varying length through its
resident program. The Marshall Center is currently studying the prospect of of
fering its courses through distance education to increase the exposure of its cur
ricula to security professionals throughout the region. More than 2,400 military
and civilian officials from 47 nations have graduated from resident courses since
the center was dedicated in 1993.71
The Center for Hemispheric Defense Studies (CHDS) was established in
1997 in response to a need recognized at the first Defense Ministerial of the Ameri
cas held in July 1995. Unlike the Marshall Center, the CHDS 's primary purpose is
to develop civilian defense specialists. The mainstays ofits curriculum are defense
policy planning, defense resource management, executive and legislative leader
ship, civil-military relations, and interagency operations. Seventy-five percent of
its participants are civilians. Like the Marshall Center, the CHDS is also exploring
opportunities to offer distance education courses in its region. CHDS Director
Margaret Daly Hayes noted that, "There is a huge demand. The requests to par
ticipate are five times more than what we can handle."72 Since 1998, when the
inaugural course was launched, 1 182 fellows have completed theresident course.73
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The IMET and E-IMET and combined education programs can contlibute
more to the professionalization offoreign militaries if several initiatives are adopted.
First, DOD and DOS should more closely coordinate their strategic guidance and
assign resources according to interagency consensus on regional priorities and
priorities within regions. Staff and war colleges should also be directed to track
their graduates more closely along the lines oftraditional alumni associations. Among
the regional centers, both the Marshall Center and the Center for Hemispheric
Defense Studies have instituted alumni associations to better track graduates, but
many of the U.S.-based military education programs have no such mechanism.
The Offices ofDefense Cooperation (ODC) in both regions should continue
to work closely with host country personnel to encourage the selection of appro
pliate candidates for U.S. education programs. The aim is to fill each IMET seat
and seat at the regional centers with national seculity professionals who will be in
a position to make the greatest contribution to their defense establishments after
graduation. Greater resources should flow to the facilitation of English language
capability through both U.S. and in-country programs to ensure that the pool of
qualified applicants is sufficiently large. Finally, U.S. military schools should be
directed to create more curriculum opportunities tailored for the profes
sional development of their international officers. Indeed, many defense
experts and academics interviewed agreed that it was not necessarily safe to
assume that the U.S. officers who become the international students' class
mates have a strong understanding of democratic processes, civil-military
relations, and democratization issues.
Exercises
Through a Joint Staff-directed program, each regional comman.d supports
vigorous exercise programs that serve the dual functions of supporting the readi
ness of U.S. forces and improving the interoperability of allies and friendly nations
who may be potential coalition partners . Exercises are a primary means of ex
tending U.S. influence in a region by demonstrating U.S. commitment, developing
capabilities in specific mission areas such as peacekeeping and humanitalian op
erations, and building upon goodwill within host nation populations through the
construction of host nation infrastructure. Exercises provide "tailored opportuni
ties to sustain positive trends in the development of both appropriate roles and
missions, and cooperative, interoperable capabilities to respond to shared chal
lenges. "74 Exercises undoubtedly contribute to the professional development of
participating armed forces as they become familiar with U.S. and NATO doctrine,
procedures, standards, and equipment.
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In the European theater, exercises represent the largest single component of
security cooperation in terms of money, manpower, and effect.75 EUCOM ex
ecutes seven types of exercises. Of these, NATO Article V, NATO Partnership
for Peace (PfP), and In-the-Spirit-Of (ISO) PfP exercises as well as the Devel
oping Country Combined Exercise Program (DCCEP) most directly engage the
professionalizing militaries of the former Eastern bloc.76 NATO Article V exer
cises focus on improving the allies' ability to carry out NATO contingency plans.
Participants include NATO nations and partner nations when invited. NATO PfP
exercises foster partner forces' interoperability with NATO forces. A particular
emphasis is placed on partner staffs working alongside allied staff officers within a
multinational headquarters. All NATO and prutner nations are invited to partici
pate. The U.S. sponsors In-the-Spilit-OfPfP exercises which involve the United
States and one or more partner nations. The United States and partner states
tailor the ISO PfP exercises to meet partner country and theater security coop
eration objectives. These exercises do not receive NATO funding and do not
requn·e NATO approval. The DCCEP facilitates the participation of developing
countries (designated by the U.S. Agency for International Development) in mul
tinational exercises. The focus is on developing particulru· mission-essential capa
bilities that would enhance U.S. interests in the region.77
Several major exercises occur annually in the European theater of opera
tions. The largest ofthese is Strong Resolve, which in 2002 involved the participa
tion of more than 40,000 service members from twelve NATO countries, includ
ing 2,800 U . S . troops. The exercise scenario mainly focused on coming to the
defense of a NATO member (Norway) that had been attacked, but it also in
cluded a track for a simultaneous peace enforcement operation in Poland. Other
major exercises in the theater included Victory Strike, Dynamic Mix, and Baltops.
Victory Strike included more than 5,000 V Corps soldiers and Polish military
forces in a combat operations scenario. Dynamic Mix was the lru·gest exercise in
the Southern region in 2002; it involved Article V and crisis-response operations
and included the pru·ticipation of over 5,000 service members from fifteen NATO
countiies. Baltops is a major annual maritime exercise that focuses on a variety of
peace support operations at sea. In 2002 more than 3,000 personnel from twelve
NATO and partner states participated.78
SOUTHCOM has three main elements to its exercise program: operational
exercises, multinational (Foreign Military Interaction [FMI]) exercises, and engi
neering and medical exercises. The operational exercises focus on improving the
readiness of SOUTHCOM personnel to carry out contingency plans in the re
gion. The FMI exercises vru-y in scope from seminars to full-scale exercises in
volving major combat units. Partner states have the ability to develop a range of
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skills, including countertenorism, humanitarian assistance, and peacekeeping ca
pabilities. The largest joint and combined service exercise held in the region is
Cabanas. Cabanas '02 featured the participation of 1 ,200 soldiers from ten Latin
American countries and 300 U.S. troops. The two-week exercise focused on
United Nations (UN) peacekeeping tasks, such as tactical troop movements, food
distiibution, de-mining, and security and police operations.79
U.S. personnel responsible for executing exercises concur that they make
significant contiibutions to the professionalization of friendly militaries. These ex
perts report that exercises are often epiphany-like experiences for participating
units that may not have previously participated in realistic training. "Sometimes
once they see it, they know what they want."8° Firing live rounds and spending
extended periods in the field may be infrequent or nonexistent events for partici
pating units. lt is common to hear U.S. personnel tell the story of former Warsaw
Pact officers' first introductions to professional NCOs. These officers are invari
ably stunned by the phenomenon of professional NCOs. Professionalizing militar
ies are very motivated toward participating in exercises. One U.S. officer related
the anecdote of a Polish serviceman who had been injured in a car accident, but
"came to work because he didn't want to miss an exercise with the Americans."81
The U.S. and friendly states face significant challenges to optimizing the gains
oftheirjoint participation in exercises. Participating countiies often lack a u·aining
plan through which they could make the best use of exercise participation. If the
friendly nation's exercise participation was patt of a broader u·aining plan, a more
systemic professional impact could result. A sti·ong training philosophy is a key
element of a professional force. 82
U.S. personnel also report that small and bilateral exercises conducted with
the same units over time have a more lasting effect on leaving a professional im
print than single opportunities without follow-up. However, in Europe, with the
selection of seven new NAJ'O members, the trend will be toward multinationalizing
existing opportunities instead of adding more bilateral exercises. 83 There is also a
broad consensus on the need to build the leaven necessary to pass on the profes
sional lessons gained through exercise participation to the rest ofthe military. Such
a train-the-trainer methodology can result in exercise patticipants passing on their
experiences to the rest of their respective forces.84
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING CURRENT APPROACHES TO
SECURITY CooPERATION
There are myriad reasons why the United States has not optimized its op
portunities to enhance the professionalism of friendly states in Europe and Latin
America. The comments that surfaced most often during interviews with U.S.
personnel working in the field and studying the issue within the military academic
community are the basis for the following recommendations for improving the
impact of current efforts and the approach to security cooperation:
- Understand the problem.
- Adopt a strategic approach.
- Clearly articulate ends.
- Innovate ways.
- Encourage regional cooperation.
- Leverage assessment mechanisms.
- Be patient.
- Build on successes.
- Strive for coordination and consistency.
- Adjust means and resources.
Understand the Nature of the Problem
The U.S . impact on fostering professionalism in the armed forces of the
former Eastern bloc and Latin America will be necessarily limited unless the United
States makes greater progress toward understanding the fundamental nature of
the problem. The postcommunist and the Latin American militaries have diverse
historical experiences-each significantly affected by long periods of service to
authoritarian regimes-that continue to hinder the development ofprofessionalism
in the armed forces ofthese regions.
"Military professionalism does not exist within a vacuum that is
completely unaffected by changes within the society it serves, es
pecially revolutionary changes. States in transition face the problem
of an increasing level of disparity between societal and military
values . . . .Thetask of achieving civilian control and military profes
sionalism in states undergoing democratic transitions is compli
cated by the shift in the political system from authoritarianism to
democracy."85
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Practitioners must recognize that the militaries in postcommunist Europe and
the Latin American region have a social-political-histmical context from which all
their respective present-day reforms proceed. It is also important to note that
these differences may not result in commonly shared views of professionalism
between Western counterparts and their partner militaties in Latin Ametica or the
former Eastern bloc. Officers from each of the regions are also quick to argue that
they are professional, so the dialogue must be careful to focus not on whether a
particular unit or partner military is professional, but whether professionalism has
been adapted fully to be approptiate for the present social and political contexts
and if the outputs of the system result in adequate capabilities to meet the govern
ments' national secutity and political goals.
Identifying key potential "high impact" areas on which to focus secutity co
operation tools will lead to gains in professionalism more quickly. For instance,
practitioners and scholars widely acknowledge that the lack of a professional
NCO corps is a major limitation to systemic reform in both regions. Greater focus
and concentration of resources need to be directed at this linchpin issue. Real
success in the development of NCO corps could be the catalyst for further sys
temic change that results in dramatic changes in capabilities.
Another area that could serve as a catalyst is military education. This issue is
of particular concern in the former Eastern bloc where military education systems
have not yet been significantly adapted to the postcommunist era. Experts also
agree that military education in the Americas has not sufficiently adapted in the
post-authoritarian era to properly socialize officers to service in democracies.86
Military education is the cmcible of professional development and the prime so
cialization tool for officer and NCO corps alike. Innumerable military-to-military
exchanges may be unable to overcome the influence of a friendly nation's military
education system that posits contrary concepts and ideas. IMET is an invaluable
tool for exposing key personnel to the U.S. military education system and the
brand of professionalism that it espouses, but unless indigenous military education
systems are adapted to achieve the same ends, systemic change in this area will
remain elusive. For instance, Poland has asked for help to set up its own home
grown professional military education system forboth military and civiliansP Similar
opportunities should be sought out and supported.
A third ctitical area in both regions is the development of competent defense
resource management systems and long-range strategic planning skills. E-IMET
programs and the regional centers do great work in this area, but much more
needs to be done. Observers report that defense ministries in both regions face a
dearth of civilian expertise. As a result, ministries of defense (MODs) are unable
to either effectively contJ.ibute to the development of appropriate defense stJ.·ate-
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gies or efficiently and rationally allocate defense resources. In some cases, it may
be appropriate to radically shift security cooperation resources from military re
cipients to the civilian defense bureaucracies to encourage the proper develop
ment of influence among these forces in the national security process.
Finally, a key aspect of understanding the nature ofthe problem is recogniz
ing the significant cultural barriers to defense refmm in general and professionaliz
ation specifically. One scholar recommended reinitiating a country studies pro
gram to raise the knowledge level of security cooperation practitioners to better
tailor their effm1s in each country.88 As one practitioner noted, "militaries always
want to become more professional and work with Americans. The problem is all
the factors that work against us. "89 In each region, local legal systems, defense
bureaucracies, varied degrees of effective par·Iiamentar)' oversight, lack of de
fense resources, underdeveloped doctrine, and poor equipment are obstacles to
more rapid professionalization.90 Military-to-militar)' programs are notorious for
their cookie-cutter "one-size-fits-all" approaches. Greater awareness of the dis
tinct needs of each case will result in greater progress.
Adopt a Strategic Approach
Practitioners and scholar·s alike consistently lamented the lack of a strategic
approach to the overall security cooperation effort. Strategy, in this sense, refers
to the ability to clearly articulate the ends of the policy, identify ways or courses of
action tlu·ough which to accomplish the ends, and then allocate resources accord
ingly to achieve policy success. Applying the strategic thought process to profes
sionalize partner armed forces necessarily entails a clear understanding of what
"professional armed forces" means in each case, clearly identifying levers for fa
cilitating change and directing security cooperation resources accordingly.
Clearly Articulate Ends
In both regions it is essential to reach a consensus on what the goals of
professionalization ar·e. Clear ends must not only be stated, but practitioners must
understand what they mean. It is not sufficient to state the goal of building profes
sional rumedforces without taking the next step of clearly defining the objectives.91
In Europe, there seems to be a fairly strong consensus, that the te1m "profes
sional armed forces" is lar·gely incorporated by the concept ofbeing interoperable
with NATO ar·med forces. There is a clearer sense of what sorts of missions
professionalizing armed forces would undet1ake: NATO Alticle V and non-AI·
ticle V missions such as peacekeeping. The main problem is coordinating the
means or security cooperation tools to most effectively achieve these ends. How-
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ever, practitioners should continue to monitor progress in the values-based dimen
sion of professionalism and not take this aspect of professionalization for granted.
In Latin America, observers throughout the security cooperation community
repeatedly expressed frustration that it was unclear to them why the United States
wanted to work with militaries in the region. "We do not have a clear idea of what
we want the local military to do. We have to clarify why we are working with
them. To do what? Why have SOUTHCOM exercises to do peacekeeping? Are
we suggesting that we want to do coalition operations with them?"92 Another
observer noted, "a 2001 SOUTHCOM document mentioned 'interoperability
with the Southern cone' fourteen times. To what end?"93 With the exception of
working with the Colombians in counterdrug operations and the U.S. Navy's
cooperation with several regional navies,94 experts agree that the United States
does not signal any long-term plans to work professionally with Latin American
armed forces.
By and large, the United States tends not to view Latin American armed
forces as players on a larger world scene, even though Argentina was in the Gulf
War,95 and Bolivia, Chile, Brazil, Uruguay, and Argentina have all pruticipated in
UN peacekeeping operations.96 However, several new security cooperation ini
tiatives were announced at the 2002 Defense Ministerial of the Americas. T he
first was to strengthen regional naval cooperation via more collaborative planning
processes. The second called for encouraging the contribution of niche capabili
ties to contribute to the broader task of creating regional peacekeeping capabili
ties.97 Overall, experts remain skeptical about the prospects of more focused
security cooperation in the region absent a clear articulation of ends.
Innovate Ways
U.S. personnel responsible for executing security cooperation programs in
each region expressed frustration that program activity often consisted not of what
was needed, but what was available. Instead of adapting existing means or craft
ing new approaches to better achieve the strategic policy ends, tools on hand
were applied. A related issue is the long-held mindset operative in both the JCTP
in Europe and the MILGPS in Latin America that more security cooperation events

equate to the more rapid achievement of success. A shift toward a more qualita
tive approach centered on focused "high impact" events would be more on target
toward professionalizing armed forces.
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Encourage Regional Cooperation
Security cooperation practitioners in Europe have often noted that the NATO
alliance-the NATO PfP program in particular-is one of the critical external
factors driving the professionalization of Europe's postcommunistmilitaries. For
example, NATO's Membership Action Plan (MAP) helped to define clear criteria
for reform and provided guidance on how to flow security cooperation resources
to the region. Latin America, however, lacks such a mechanism. Experts have
suggested that Latin America could build on the gains achieved through increased
regional economic cooperation98 to begin to institutionalize regional security co
operation. David Pion-Berlin proposed a Southern Cone defense system to deal
with the common threats of illegal border transgressions, narcotrafficking, terror
ism, and imrnigration.99 Colonel Joseph Nunez of the U.S. Army War College has
advanced the idea of forming a strategic community in the Western Hemisphere,
building on the existing structure of the Organization of Amelican States (OAS).
The military rum of this new security ru·chitecture would consist of standing bri
gade-size multinational units, initially from the most advanced militruies in the re
gion: the United States, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, and Chile. These
units would be fully outfitted and trained to deploy regionally or outside the region
to fulfill regional secmity interests.100
Encouraging regional security cooperation through such a mechanism could
focus on both U.S. interests in the region and the objectives of the member states.
Less advanced militmies in the region could, in the near term, focus on contJ.ibut
ing niche capabilities to the force much along the same lines that the postcommunist
militmies now contJ.ibute to NATO. In general, militmy professionalism would be
fostered through cost shming,joint problem solving, and reorienting the militruy
away from an internal focus toward external missions. 101
Leverage Assessment Mechanisms
The full implementation of assessment programs in each region is another
means that observers note is now undemtilized. Security practitioners in Europe
report that DOD assessment effmts in aspirant and recently allied NATO coun
tJ.ies contJ.ibuted greatly to these countJ.ies' ability to focus secmity cooperation
and national resources. Such mechanisms have the advantage of chmting change
over time and tracking change in all relevant functional ru·eas, such as militru·y
education, personnel reform, pay, housing, pensions, and promotion systems. 102
The absence of something akin to a NATO accession process in Latin America
has not led to the similar implementation of assessment tools. Indeed, security
practitioners there wony that the shift from "engagement" towru·d the supposedly
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more focused "security cooperation" may lead to the underassessment of long
term gains. Assessment mechanisms are existing tools with great potential
to be adapted or created anew to track performance and focus coopera
tion as long as practitioners keep in mind that U.S. interests span from the
short to mid to long term.
Be Patient
Cultural change, particularly change in the strategic culture, happens slowly
in both Latin America and the former Eastern bloc. In contrast, the American
culture is one ofinstant gratification. This is especially true in the Congress, which
looks for immediate results to justify the continued spending on a particular pro
gram. Program managers must be realistic and understand that the militaries of the
nations in the Eastern European and Latin American regions are unlikely to meet
U.S. expectations in the short term. A long -term approach cognizant of the im
portance of slight shifts in the shmt term will be more successful.
Build on Successes
Concentrating graduates of U.S. security cooperation programs i n select
units will facilitate the eventual transformation ofthe unit from its present state, but
it will not lead to systemic change. Foreign militaries as a whole will benefit from a
train-the-trainer approach when rotating their retooled and highly trained "elite
troops" back to their standard units. Similarly, if a breakthrough is occurring in one
of the linchpin areas of professionalization, such as building an NCO corps or
transforming a militruy education system, it should be possible to divert resources
to achieve greater near-term depth in these areas. A related concept is to exploit
oppmtunities to help develop niche capabilities, that is, the opportunity to special
ize in particular capabilities to contribute to multilateral operations. The idea of
niche contributions is especially popular in Europe, countries can make such con
tributions without increasing defense spending.
Strive for Coordination and Consistency
The lack of coordination and program consistency is a frequent lament of
security cooperation practitioners. Observers have pointed repeatedly to the need
to improve coordination at multiple levels.
- Coordination between host governments and the United States on how
best to achieve mutual interests is often lacking.
- Coordination within the U.S. interagency process may be inadequate.
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- Coordination among multinational actors has been limited. 103
Increased focus should be placed on leveraging these opportunities
to ensure that similar pro grams do not conflict with each other and other
programs are complementary.
Adjust Means and Resources
Finally, a more strategically oriented approach to security cooperation will
adjust resources to ensure that adequate means are selected to achieve the stated
strategic ends. A specific complaint in this area is that there is often an imbalance
in the amount of resources being poured into a country from across the U.S.
interagency system. While a holistic approach to democratization and the devel
opment of milit:a!y professionalism might emphasize public diplomacy and devel
opment targets, the agencies that provide these funds are dollar and people poor.
DOD, in comparison, is dollar and people rich, which may result in an over
militarization of assistance within both the national security sector and the coun
try overall.
By far the greatest complaint, however, is a shortage ofresources to execute
the strategy. In Latin America, where the average Foreign Military Financing
(FMF) budget is $3-5 million, practitioners complain that very little can be achieved
with such limited financial resources. In Europe, secmity cooperation is funded
more generously and other national actors are more actively engaged. However,
practitioners worry that present levels of funding may decline as the security co
operation focus shifts east toward the new NATO-selects and remaining aspir
ants. Indeed, there are concerns that the main sources of funding for security
cooperation activities with Eastern Emopean militaries, the Warsaw Initiative Fund
(WIF), and the DCCEP may be drying up.
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CoNCLUSION
Promoting professionalism in foreign militaries is a complex entetprise-both
conceptually and programmatically. Many contend that such efforts are bound to
fail, while others prematurely declare victory over partial successes. A realistic
goal is to set a course somewhere between these two extremes. The United States
has a vast security cooperation system bustling with activity, yet it is experiencing
limited success in the area of fostering professional armed forces. A focused,
coordinated, and balanced strategy that clearly articulates ends, innovates ways,
and adjusts means will build on the successes that activities to date have yielded.
Defense Secretary Rumsfeld, attending both the Defense Ministerial of the
Americas and the NATO Prague Summit in November 2002 noted,
"The two meetings took place a half a world apart, and yet I was
struck by the similarities of objectives at both gatherings. In both
Europe and the Americas, free nations are seeking to consolidate
the democratic gains and adapt their institutions to . . . deal with
the new, dangerous threats of the 21st century."

"There are some who thought that with the end of the Cold War,
that NATO might be somewhat less relevant. I've seen a lot of
articles and editorials and columns over the years. Instead, the
opposite's the case. More countries are seeking to join, and our
decades of security cooperation among the NATO allies is paying
off as new threats emerge."

''The same is true of the institutions of the inter-American system.
The need for the nations of our hemisphere to work together had
not diminished at all. It has grown, as has the need for the institu
tions that facilitate hemispheric cooperation."104
Increasingly, the globalization of security calls for like-minded polities pool
ing defense resources to achieve their common national security ends. The United
States relies on its coalition partners to help implement its comprehensive strategy.
Security cooperation programs are critical tools for sustaining engagement with
foreign militaries. These relationships are cmcial to the effective application
of U.S. power and to the ability of partner states to realize their national secmity
objectives through the effective application and subordination of military power.
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The Association of the United States Army
The Basic charter of the Association of the United States Army is a document dated 5 July
1950 a portion of which reads: " . . . That (2) the particular business and objects of the
ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY as reincorporated shall be wholly
educational, literary, scientific, fostering esprit de corps, dissemination of professional
knowledge and the promotion of the efficiency of the Atmy components of the Armed
Forces of our Country . . .
"

The national association is exempt from Federal income taxation under Section 501 (c)(3) of
the Internal Revenue Code.
At the October 27, 1956 Annual Business Meeting, held in Washington, D .C, the Association
accepted a reorganization plan which called for removal of all active duty personnel from the
governing body, and launching of the regional organization to bring AUSA to the home
communities of its members.
Under the present Bylaws, no military personnel on active duty may serve on the Association's
national governing bodies, nor may such personnel be employed by the Association in any
permanent or semi-permanent staff capacity.
AUSA is not a part of the United States Government or the United States Army. The
Association is not supported financially by the Army or the government.
Besides a permanent staff at its national headquarters in Arlington, Virginia, the Association
is organized into 132 chapters located worldwide. Made up entirely of volunteers, they
provide recreational and educational opportunities to Soldiers and their families. Most
importantly, they support our deployed Soldiers and their families left behind.
The Institute of Land Warfare (ILW) extends the influence of AUSA by infmming and
educating its members; local, regional and national leaders; and the American public, on the
critical nature of land forces and the importance of the United States Army. ILW carries out
a broad program of activities including the publication of professional research papers,
newsletters, background briefs, essays and special reports. ILW also conducts seminars,
produces television programs and sponsors regional defense forums throughout the country
and overseas in conceit with local AUSA Chapters.
AUSA's Industry Affairs office seeks to strengthen relations between the Army and the
defense industry through its corporate membership program and monthly events. Every
October, AUSA holds its Annual Business Meeting in Washington that attracts people from
all sectors of the defense industry as well as senior Army and Pentagon leaders. Industry
Affairs also sponsors an annual Winter Symposium in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida that is similar
to the October event and has grown in attendance and popularity in recent years. Besides
these events, Industry Affairs holds regular monthly symposia focusing on a variety of
fields ranging from intelligence and special operations to logistics and medical affairs.
Periodically, AUSA organizes short-term research projects on pressing issues of the day.
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The Program on the Role of American Military Power (RAMP) was started in January 2000
with a three-year mandate to examine the changing international and strategic environment
of the United States in order to develop a better understanding of what these changes will
mean for the U.S. military in general and the U.S. Atmy in particular. RAMP has sponsored
a number of events and produced publications and on-line webcasts on a variety of topics
including principles for the use of force, the future of land warfare, post-conflict reconst:mction,
security sector reform, interagency coordination, and defense industry transfmmation.
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